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• Ecosystems are where differentiation 
will occur 

• Digital Life and Three Laws of Robotics 
are central to analysis 

• iOS {nd Android on toz… 

• …but vulnerable 

• Windows Phone has all the assets to 
|uccyyd… 

• …but yxycution h{| byyn poor to date.  

• Yahoo!, Microsoft and Nokia warrant 
{ttyntion… 

• …whily Sony, LGE, HTC, P{n{|onic {nd 
Sharp look very precarious 

 



 

 

Robot 
 

The days of earning a return on hardware are numbered. To earn a decent return over 

the next 5-10 years, companies will need to make a difference to the way users live 
their Digital Lives on mobile devices. Fortunes change fast in mobile, and while iOS and 

Android are on top now, that could rapidly change as they are not without significant 
weaknesses. Of the challengers, Microsoft and Yahoo! are, by far, the most exciting. 

 Ecosystems will rule. The smartphone market is still growing but only a few 
companies seem to be able to make money from it. This is because the emphasis 

is shifting from hardware towards the entire user experience from hardware 
performance all the way to the apps and services. The ecosystem is the glue that 

holds the entire proposition together and it will be responsible for triggering user 
delight or disgust. It is here fortunes will be won, lost or perhaps recovered.  

 Open spaces. The notion that the market is saturated or that there is only space 
for 2 ecosystems is fundamentally flawed. In theory there could be 20, but RFM 

sees a more realistic scenario as: 2-4 big and 3-4 mid-sized ecosystems.  
 Tools of the trade. Radio Free Mobile (RFM) combines two proprietary methods 

to assess those addressing the market for mobile devices and services. First, an 
assessment of services provided to satisfy user demand for online activities 

(Digital Life (page 11)). This analysis excludes transactions that would be 
considered e-commerce. Second, an assessment of an ecosystem against three 

simple rules (Three Laws of Robotics (page 15)) that RFM considers essential to 
be a successful mobile ecosystem provider.  

 iRobot. Android and iOS are the runaway leaders but are not without their 
weaknesses. Of the two, Android looks the most vulnerable and there is scope 

for substantial market share loss as consumers become more sophisticated and 
are made aware of decent competing ecosystems at very reasonable prices.  

 Blue squares of death. Microsoft’s Windows Phone scores very well using RFM’s 

methods but it is floundering due to poor execution and user ignorance. There is 
potential but Microsoft and its partners really need to step it up. 

 Door wide open. Of the rest, Facebook, Amazon and Twitter have great user 
numbers but no real ecosystems to speak of. RFM expects heavy investments in 

this area. Yahoo! and BlackBerry are more advanced in delivering an ecosystem 
but only Yahoo! has a good chance of being really successful.  

 Mobile Software  

  iRobot        4th June 2013 
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